Behavioral effects of hippocampal system lesions on rats in an operant paradigm.
The effects on both operant and non-operant behavior during an operant task of various types of neural damage involving the hippocampal system were studied in adult male Sprague-Dawley rats. Various lesion types localized in the septal-hippocampal area all produced higher than control levels of operant responding under both a contingent variable interval and a non-contingent variable time schedule, an effect opposite to that seen in rats with ventral mesencephalic tegmental lesions. A different lesion effect was seen for the non-operant activity measure in that an activity hierarchy was noted, with colchicine-induced granule cell lesions producing the greatest activity increase and kainic acid-induced pyramidal cell lesions producing virtually no increase. Operant response rate was very sensitive to a switch in response contingency in that all groups significantly reduced operant responding while on the non-contingent schedule. This effect was not seen for the non-operant activity measure which appeared to be far less sensitive to contingency changes. The significance of these results to an understanding of the behavioral functioning of this system is discussed with some emphasis placed on their applicability to clinical cases of hyperactivity.